


ODYSSEY GRANDE FLOOR TILE DISPLAY STAND
DS4018

Holds the complete range of 10 display boards
Base dimensions: 1500mm(h) x 630mm(w) x 660mm(d)

59”(h) x 25”(w) x 26”(d)

Odyssey epoque
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.

8714 Epoque Blue 8713 Epoque Old London 8715 Epoque Rose (as pictured right)

epoque
An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. While the origins of the motifs 
in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fittings.

8714 Epoque Blue on White 8713 Epoque Old London on White 8715 Epoque Rose on White

Odyssey

300 x 300 x 9mm (117/8 x 117/8 x 3/8”) 

8741 Epoque White and Dark Grey on Grey
 (as pictured right)

298 x 298 x 9mm (113/4 x 113/4 x 3/8”) 



Please note, featured tile may differ from above in colour depending on availability

ODYSSEY DS4018 BOARDS

Knightshayes - DB4231V Lewtrenchard - DB4232V

Pentillie - DB4233V Saltram - DB4234V



Odyssey bolero
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

Inspired by tiles and ceramics made centuries ago in Anatolia (modern day Turkey), 
Bolero’s interlacing pattern builds into a beautiful, intricate design for your fl oor, 
whichever colour option you choose. As with all of the Odyssey designs, a panel of 
Bolero looks splendid laid out in a rug effect, framed within a plain colour.

8712 Bolero Grey 8711 Bolero Blue (as pictured right)

Bolero - DB4225V

Odyssey

Quatrefoil’s design was inspired by a Medieval tile fl oor once seen in a rural 
French church. It’s available in the traditional combination of black and blue 
and also more contemporary mixes to blend into today’s colour schemes.

quatrefoil
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

8700 Quatrefoil Black 8701 Quatrefoil Dark Red 8702 Quatrefoil Charcoal Grey (as pictured right)

Vogue - DB4223V

Quatrefoil - DB4221V

Epoque - DB4226V

Odyssey

8705 Vogue Blue (as pictured right)8706 Vogue Rose 8707 Vogue Regency

A design evolved from Medieval and Victorian patterns, now in 21st 
century colour options. Vogue has impact whether it’s used for a 
small hallway or a grand dining area.

vogue
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

A design evolved from Medieval and Victorian patterns, now in 21st century colour options. Vogue has 
impact whether it’s used for a small hallway or a grand dining area.

8705 Vogue Blue on White8706 Vogue Rose on White 8707 Vogue Regency on White

vogue
Odyssey

300 x 300 x 9mm (117/8 x 117/8 x 3/8”) 

8740 Vogue White on Grey (as pictured right)

298 x 298 x 9mm (113/4 x 113/4 x 3/8”) 

Odyssey epoque
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. 
While the origins of the motifs in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these 
tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fi ttings.

8714 Epoque Blue 8713 Epoque Old London 8715 Epoque Rose (as pictured right)

epoque
An appealing trellis design which weaves into a complex repeating pattern. While the origins of the motifs 
in the pattern are rooted in tradition, these tiles work harmoniously with modern furniture and fittings.

8714 Epoque Blue on White 8713 Epoque Old London on White 8715 Epoque Rose on White

Odyssey

300 x 300 x 9mm (117/8 x 117/8 x 3/8”) 

8741 Epoque White and Dark Grey on Grey
 (as pictured right)

298 x 298 x 9mm (113/4 x 113/4 x 3/8”) 

ODYSSEY DS4018 BOARDS

New 2016 colour added New 2016 colour added

Please note, featured tile may differ from above in colour depending on availability

Existing board Existing board



Odyssey voltaire
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

The subtle optical illusion created by Voltaire’s two tone pattern is 
particularly well suited to modern industrial-style interiors.
Use it to add texture to a monochrome décor or as a neutral 
counterpoint to bolder colour schemes.

8719 Voltaire Grey

Voltaire - DB4228V

Odyssey harlequin
300 x 300 x 9mm (11⅞   x 11⅞   x ⅜  ”) 

This chequerboard fl oor pattern has been in use for centuries.
As with most classic designs, it has lasting appeal and will add style to 
modern and traditional interiors. Available in Black in large squares, with 
the smaller squares option available in Black and Light Grey/Dark Grey.

8717 Harlequin Black Small 8716 Harlequin Black Large 8718 Harlequin Grey Small (as pictured right)

Harlequin - DB4227V

ODYSSEY DS4018 BOARDS

Please note, featured tile may differ from above in colour depending on availability

Pentillie 8739  

Existing board Existing board



Odyssey Box Stand

Dimensions: (h) 1500 x (w) 530mm x (d) 680mm*

Displays the complete Odyssey pattern tile range, plus a selection of border & corner samples.
A set of 28 double-sided pattern cards are included to help visualise patterns repeats over a larger 

DS4001

ODYSSEY PRIMO BOX STAND

DS4001

Displays the complete Odyssey pattern tile range, plus a selection of border &
 corner samples. A set of 28 double-sided pattern cards are included to help 

visualise pattern repeats over a larger area using the mirrored ‘infinity viewer’ box.



TAPESTRY COLLECTION WALL BOARD

St Malo
Grey - 8506AGR

Chantilly
Grey - 8502AGR

Riviera
Grey - 8507AGR

Orléans
Grey - 8510AGR

Floral Trellis
Grey - 8501AGR

Chambray
Grey - 8511AGR

Vannerie
Blue - 8508A

Liberté
Blue - 8505A

Toulon
Blue - 8504A

Filigree
Blue - 8503A

Marquee
Blue - 8500A

Josette
Blue - 8509A

Floral Trellis

Vannerie

Riviera

Chambray

Filigree

St Malo

Toulon

Josette

All designs are 152 x 152 x 7mm (6 x 6 x 1/4”) on Brilliant White glaze

Use individual tiles in a repeat pattern, mix and match your favourites
or buy as a mixed pack of 12 tiles (one of each design as shown)
order code: Blue 8512A, Grey 8512AGR

Chantilly

Liberté

Marquee

Orléans

Grey - 8505AGR

Blue - 8511A

Grey - 8504AGR

Blue - 8501A Blue - 8510A

Grey - 8503AGR Grey - 8509AGR

Grey - 8508AGR

Grey - 8500AGR

Blue - 8506A Blue - 8502ABlue - 8507A
Grey - 8506AGR Grey - 8502AGRGrey - 8507AGR

Grey - 8511AGR Grey - 8501AGR Grey - 8510AGR

Blue - 8505A Blue - 8504ABlue - 8508A

Blue - 8503A Blue - 8509ABlue - 8500A

Dimensions: 1000 x 480mm (39 3/8” x 18 15/16”)

Wall mounted board with pre-cut holes for easy fixing
Featuring a sample of 12 tiles from the Collection

q

q

DB4235V



2016
Epoque 8741


